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by Liberty Hyde Boiley

FTpm: Libefiy H. Boiley, The Nature Study Idea
(New Yorh: Doubl,edoy, page,. 1904).

It is one of the marks of.the evolution of.the
racethatwe are co-ingmgre and more into ry--- ,.

pathy with the objectu of the external world. 
-

These thinga are a part of our lives. lbey are
central:to our thoughts. The happiest life hag
the greatest number of points of contact with the
worldl,an4 it hae the dgepest feeling and sympa-
thy for ever:5rthing,that is. T1re best thing in life
is eentiment; and'the.begt sentiinent is that
which ie boru of the moet accurate knowledge. I
like to make this application of Emerson's itr-
junctiou to titrch your wagon to a star'; but it
must not be forgotten that one must have the
wagon before one has the star. Mere facts are
dead, but the penning of the facts is life. The
getting of information is but the beginuing of
education.'\ilith aU thy getting, get understand-
ing.'

Of latp years there has been a rapidly grow-

, ing fesling that we must live closer to nature;
, gad.we must perforce begin with the child. We
, - attempt to teach this nahre-love in the selh,ools,

, end we call the effort nature study. It would be
r: better if it were called qature-aympathy.' 

A8 yet there are no codified methods of teach-
ingnature study. The subjectis notafomal part

, of the curriculum; and thereby it is not perfunc-

, tory. And herein lieg much of.its value - in the
fact that it cannot be reduced to a system, is not
cut and dried, csnnot become a part of rigid
gchool methods. Its very esseDoe is spirit. It is ag
free as. its gubjest-pgltp1, as far remoyed from.
the museun and the cabinet as the skeleton is
from the living animal.

It thus 6'anspireg that there is much confu-
. sion as to what nature etudy is, because of the
different attitudee of its various exponents; but
these different attitudes are lergely the rgflec-
tions of different personalities and the working
out of difrerent methodg..-There may !e twenty
best ways of teaching nattue atudy. It is essen-
tially the expression of one's outlook on the world.
We must define nature study in terms of its
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pnrpose, not in terme of its methode. It is not
doing this or that. It is putting the e.hild into in-
limgte end.sympathetic contast with the thinga
of the external world. Whatever the method, the
final result of nature study teaching is the de-
velopment of a keen personal interest in every
natural object and phenomenon.

ltrere are trro or three fundamental miscon-

thia,should be the exception: from the wagon
to tie star ehould be. the rule.
' Yet again, nature shrdy ie not the teactring,of
facts for the gake of the facts. It ie not the giving
of information merely - not withstanding the
fact that Bome natrue etudy leaflets are infor-
mation leaflets. We must begrn with the fact, to
be aure, but the lesson is not the fact but the

ceptions of
what nature
study ig or
should be and
to these we
may now give
attention.

"76e gelling ofnfornaltbn is 6u/ /6e fiegnning of ndr"o.

ltbn. '7fu/6 attltfy gelhng, gel underslan&ng."'

significancrl
of the fact. It
is not Deces-
sary that the
fact, have di-
rect practical

our teachers:
"Give us more
potato-bug and
less pussf wil-
low." It ls true
that we must
figbt insects,
but that ie a
matter of later

E

Fundamentally, nature shrdy is seeing what
one looks at and drawing p:roper conclusions from
what one Bees; and thereby the learner comes
into'personal relation and syrhpathy with the
object. It is not the teaching of science - not the
Cystematic pursuit of a logical body ofprinciplea.
Its object ie to broaden the child's horizoq not,
primarily, to teach him how to widen the bound-
aries of human knowledge. It is not the teaching
of botany or entomology or geology, but of plants,
insects and fields. But many persons who are
teaching under the nqne of nature study are
merely teaching and interpreting elementar5r
science. Again, nature study is studying things

. and the reason of thinga, not about things. It is
not reading from naturb-books. A child was aeked
if she had ever seen the great dipper.oOh, yes,'
ahe replied, "I saw it in my geography." ThiB ig
better than not to have eeen it at all; but the
prop6r'pl6ce to have seen it is in the heavens.
Nature-readers may be of the greatest use if they'are 

made incidental and secondary featuree of
the instruction; but, however good they may be,
their influsass is pernicioua if they are made to
be primary agents. the child should first see the
thine. It should then reason about the thing.
Having a concrete impression, it may then go to
the book to widen ite knolvledge and sympathies.

', Hbving geen mimicry in the egga of the aphis on
the willow or apple hrig, or in tt1s ynlking-stick, 

.

the pupil may then take an excursion with
Wallace or Batee to the tropics and there see the
striking mimisrisg of the leaf-like insect'. Hav-
ing seen the wearing away of',the boulder or the

-ledge, h -"y go to Switzerland with Lubbock
. and see the mighty eroeion ofthe Alps. Nowand

then the order may be reversed with profit, but

application to the daily life, for the object is the
effort to train the mind and the slmpathies. It is
a common notion that when the subject-matter
is insects, the pupil should be taught the lde-
histbries of iqiurious insects and how to deshoy
the pesta. Now, nature study may be equally
valuable whether the subject is the codlin-moth
or the ant; but to confine the pupil'a attention to
insects that are iqiurious to man is to give him a
distorted and unti"ue view of nature. A bouquet
ofdaisies does not represent a meadow. Chiltlren
should be interested more in seei.g things liv6
thaninkilling them. Yet I would not emplasize
the injunction, "Thou shalt not kill.' Nature
study is not recornmended for the explicit teach-
ing of morale. I should prefer to have the child
become so much intereeted in living thingu that
it would have no desire to kill them. the gun
and sling-ehot and fish-pole will be laid aside. '

because the child does not like them any m6re.'
Ifehave been taughtthat one muslmake collec-
tions if he is to be a natuiali"t. But collections
make museums, not naturalists. Ihe scientist
needs these collections; but it does not follow that
children alwaye need them. To be taught how to
h'U is to alienate the pupil's alfection and s1m-
pathy from the object he is studying. It may be
eaid that it is necessarlr to kill insects; the farmei
had this thought in rnind when he said to one of
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practice, not of
education. It
should be an ap-
plication of
knowledge, uot a
means of acquir-
ing it.,It may be
necesiary to
have war,'but we
do not teach our
children to shoot
their playmates.

Nature study
is not merely the
adding of one
more thing to a
curriculum. It ie
not coordinate

with geography or rtsding or arithmetic. Nei-
ther is it a mere accessory, or a sentiment, or

.. au'entertainvnsaf, or a tickler of the eenses. It
is not "a atudy." It ie not the addition of more
fuork'It has to do with the wholdpoint of view
of elementary education, snd therefore is ful-
damental. It is the fuIl expression of personal-
iW. It ie the practical wor$gg out of the exten-
sion iCea that has been so much a part of our't'me. More than any other recent movement,
it will reach the masses and revive them. In
time it will transform our ideals and then
transfom our methods.'

Nature ghrdy stando for directoess aD.d natu-
ralness. It is astonishing, when one comeg to
t$+\ of it, how indirect and how unrelated.to
the lives of pupils much of our.gducqflon,has- .1

been. Creographies begin with thegash;.aDd, 6-
nily, perhaps, come down.to:somsconeOte.ana
familiar object or scene :that,ths: pupil can un-
derstand. Arithmetic has to do with brokerage
and partnerehips aird partihl palmenia and other
things that mean aething to the child. Botany
hag to do with cells and protoplasm and cr5pto-
grrand History deale witn poUUcal affaire, 

-r"a

only rarely comes down to physical facts and to
those eventa that have to do with the real lives
of the people; and yet political and eocial affaire
arg only the results or expressione of the way in
whie.h peoplelive. Readers begrn with mere lit-
erature or with stories og things that the &ild
will never see or do. Of couree these etatementg
arg meant to be only generd, s illustrating what

ie even yet a great fault in educational meth-
ods. Xhere are marry erceptions, ed these are
becoming co--onei. S*.Iy, thebest education.
.is that whieh begins with the materials at hand.
A elild askg what a stone is before it asks what
the earth ig.

Ihere are hnro walry of interpreting.natu{e -byway of fast and by way of fancy. To the scien-
tist and to the average man the interpretation
by fact is often the oJyadmissible onel He qay.
not be open to argumebt or conviction that there
can be any other truthful way of knowing the
external world. Yet, the artist and the poet know
this world, Bnd they do not know it by mere
knowledge or by analysis. It appeals to them in
its moods, not in its details. Yet it is as real to
them as to the analyst. Too much are \pe of this
generation tied to mere phenomena.

We have a right to a poetic interpretation
of nature. The child comes to know nature
through its imagination and feeling aud sym-
pathy. Note the intent and sSmpathetic face as
f[s child watches the gnt carrying its grains of
sand and pictures to itbelf the home and the
bed and the kitchen and the sisters and the
gchool that comprise the little ants life. What
does the flower think? Who are the little people
that teeter and swing in the sunbenm? What is
the brook saying as it rollg over the pebbles?
Why is the wind eo sorrowful as it moans on
the house-corners in the dull November days?
There are elves whispering in the treee, and
there,are charigts,qtfire 

"olliog 
on the long low

_cJguds, gt,hrrilight.: $Iherever it may look, th'e
.yqgng rirind is impressed E'ith the mystery of
thC unkno*n. The child looks out to nature
with great eyes of wonder.

The good New England poets, did not they
know nature? Have they not left us the very
egsence and flavor of the fields and the woods
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and the sky? And yet they were not scientists,
not mere collectors of we of this generation tied
to mere phenomena.

Child unwedd.ed to care,
Softly speed,eth tlw lnurs-
Thou buildcst castles in oir
And. strew'st thy path with flowers.

Build on in thy dreaming,
Nor thy fannies are uoin;
The best of life's seeming,
,\ri iis cdstles in Spainl

Do not misunderstand. I would not teach na-
ture-subjects in order that the poetic point ofview
may be.enforced. I plead only that the poetic in-
terpretation is allowable on occasion.

How shall nature study be taught? By the
teacher, not by the book. fire teacher will need
help. firere are books and leallets that will heh
him. Ttrese publications may be put in the hands
of pupils if it is always made plain that the reci-
tation is to be from things which the pupil has
seen, not from the book. There can be no text-
book of nature study, for when one studies a book
he does not study nature. Nature study books
and leaflets are guides, not texts. The book

.should be a guide to the anirns! or plant: the
'animal or plant should'not be.,a gurde to the book

Ttre teacher will need help both in methods
and in factss The method, however, is not to be a
codified series of laws or a hard-and-fast system;
but there should be some underlying-pedagogr-
cal principle which will nrn through every item
of the work. There will be opportunity for end:
less variation in the details and in the little

applications of the work. The personality of the
teacher must always stand out strongly. We
need the very best of teachers for nature study
work-those who have the greatest personal
enthusiasrr, nnfl who are least bound by the
traditions of the classroom. The teacher, to be
ideal, must have more time, more inspiration
and more knowledge. It is better if the teacher
have a large knowledge of science, but nature
study may be taught without great knowledge
if one BeeB accurately and infers correctly from
the particular subject in hand.

the teacher should studiously avoid starting
with definitions and the setting of patterns. Defi-
nitions'should be the'result or summary of the
study; not the beginniag of it. Mere patterns
ehould only afford means of comparison, and not
be regarded as useful in themselves; and even
then they are often migleading.The old idea of
the model flower is an unfortunate one, simply
because the model flower doee not exist in na-
ture. The model flower, the complete leaf, and
the like, are inferences; and the pupil should
begrn with things and not with mere ideas. In
other words, the ideas should be suggested by
the things, and not the,thinge by the ideas. Here
is a dravring of a model flower, the old method
says; "go and find the nearest approach to it."
"Go and find me a flower," is the trrre method,

"and let uB see what it is."
T\rro factors determine the proper subjects for

nature study. First, the subject must be that in
whidrthe teacher is moetinterested and ofwhich
he has the most knowledge; second, the eubject
must be that which ig commonest and whie,h can
be most easily seen and afpreciatcd by the pu-
pil, and which is nearest and dearest to hig life.
The tendency is to go too far afield for the sub-
ject matter. We are more likely to know the won-
ders of China or Brazil than of our own brooks
and woods. If the subject matter is of such kind
that the children can collect the objects as they
come and go from the school, the results will be
the better.

With children, begrn withnaked-eye objects.
As the pupil m"atures and becomes interested,
the simpld rnicroscope may be introduced now
and then.'Children of tlvelve years and more may
carry a pocket lens; but the best place to uee thib
lens is in the field. The beet nature study obser-
vation ig that which is done out-of-doors; but
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some of it can be made from material brought
into the schoolroom.. It is a sourd pedagogical principle that the
child should not be taught those things that are
necesearily foreign to the sphere of its life and

'experiences. It ehould not have mere dilutions
of science. The young child snnnsf,, ,understand
cross-fertilization of flowers and sdodd not be
taught the'subject. the eubject is beyond the
child'e realm. \ilhen we teach it, we are only
translating what grown-up investigators have
discovered by means of faithful search. At best,
it will only be an exotic thing to the child. pollen
and stamens are not near and dear to the child.
There are three factors in the teaching ofnature
study.
" (1) thd fact,

(2) the reason for the fact,
(3) The interrogation left in the mind of

the pupil.
.. trt,ie impossible to find a natural history object

from which these three factors cannot be drawn,
for every object is a fact and every fact hae a
cause, and children may be intereetcd iq both
the fact and the cause. It may be better, ofcourse,
to chooee definite subjects, taking pains, at least
at firsf to eelect those having emphatic charac-
ters. But even in the dullegt days ofwinter sufE-
cient material may be found to keep the interest
aflame. A twig or branch may be at hand. Ihere
shouldbe enough speciynens to supplyeaetr child.
Let the teacher ask the pupils what they aee.
The replies wiU rliscover the firet factor in the

pay !e developed: it is because no two parts
have lived under exactly the sarne con"ditions.
One had more room or more st,nlight and it

' grew larger. Ihe third epoch follows naturally:

"-".9 
t_h9re any two objects in nature exactiy

alike? L,et the pupils think about it.
Choose a stone. tf gimilar stones are passed

about to the pupils, you ask first for the obger-
vation or the factr One says the stone is !ong;
another, it is light; another, it is heavy; anothet',
that the edges are rounded. This latter fact is
very.siguificant. You stop the observation and
ask why it is rounded. Some one replies that it
is because it is water-worn. Query: Are all stones
in brooks rotrnded? Numberless applications and
suggestions can be made from this simple les-
son. What becomes of the particles that aie worn
away? How has eoil been formed? How has the
surface of the fields been shaped and molded?

It is not necessarJr that tire teacher always
know the reason. He can ask the pupils to find
out and report next day. It is the strong teacher
who cau say: "I do not Boo*." If a problem had
been sent to Agassiz or Asa Gray and he had uot
understood it, would he have dissimulated or
have evaded in the answer? Would he not have
said boldlS "I do not know"? Such men delve for
knowledge, but for every fact that they discover
they turn up a dozen mysteries. Knowledge be-
grns in wonder. The consciousnesg of ignorance
ig the firet result of wonder, and it leads the pu-
pil on and on: it ig the spirit of inquiry. Thlse

illustrationa are given merely ru .xamplep.
They'rn,ay not be ideal, but they show

, what'cau.be donewithvery com'''on ma-r terial. In fact, the surpriee and interest
is often all the greater beqause the ob-
jects are so very cornmon and familiar.

To my 'r'in4, the best of all subjects
for nature study ig a brook. It affords
studies of many kinds. It is near'and

dear to every chilfl. It is an epitome of
the nature in which we live. fl min-

pil says that the twig ia long; au-
other that it is brown; another that
it is crooked; another that it is
from an apple tree; another that
it has several unlike branchlets
or parts. Now, this last reply may
appeal to the teacher as a most
signiffcant fact. Stop the questiening
and open the second epoch in the in-
shiustion-the reason why no two parts
916 aliks. As before, from the great num-
ber of responses the significant reason

iature, it illustrates the forces
which have shaped much of the
earth's surface. It reflects the
sky. It'is kissed by the sun. It is
rippled by the wind. The min-

nowe play in the pools. The soft weeds
grow in the shallowe. The grass and the
dandelions lie on its sunny banke. The
moss and the fern are sheltered in the
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noolis. It comes from one knows not whence: it
flows to one knows not whither. It awakens the
desire to erplore. It is fraught with myst€ries.
It tlpifies the flood of life. It "goes on forever.'

In other words, the reason why the brook is
such a perfect nature study subject ie the fact
that it is the central theme in a scene of life. Liv-
ing things appeal to children. To relate the na-

ture study work to living animslg and plants is
the fundamental idea in Hodge's ideal, as ex-
'pressed, for example, in his book, Nature study
and Life, He holds that the appreciation of in-
animate things is a later development in the
child-life than an appreciation of objects that are
living. He would, therefore, not begin with the
weathering of rock and formation of aoil, com-

bustion and the like, although he would inot wish
to insinuate that the study of living things is all
of nature study." With this I agree for the very
young, and I would study a brook or a fence'cor-
ner or a garden-bed or a bird or a plant. How'
ever, the teacher and the way of teae,hing are
more important than the subject matter, ed
there are good nature study teachers who are
better fitted to teach inanimate than animate
subjects.

One of the first things that a child should learn
when he comes to the study of natural history is
the fact that no two objects srs nliks. Ttris leadg

to an apprehension of the correlated fact that
every animal and plant contends for an oppor-

tunity to live, and this is the central fact in the
study of living things. Ttre world has a new mean-

', irig when this fact is understood. This is the key
that unlocks many mysteriesi and it is the meang

of establishing a bond of sympathy between our-
selves and the world in which we live.

It is a comrnon mistake to attempt to teach. . -

too much at every exercise; "and the teacher is
also appalled at the amount of informatiop
which he must have. Suppose that one teaches

two hundred and fifty days in the year. Start

sigued to develop the observing and reasoning

powers of the child and not to give mere infor-
mation. It should be vivid'and spontaneous.
Spirit counts for more than knowledge.

Taught ih this way, nature study work is not
an additional burden to the teacher, but a relief
'and a relaxation. It may comb at the opening of
the school hour, or at the close of a hard period,
or at any other time when an opportunity offers.

It can often be combined with the regular stud-
ies of the school, and in that way it can be intro.
duced in places where it would otherwise meet
with objection. For example, the subject-matter
ofthe lesson may be used for the exercise in draw-
ing or in geography. Let the child draw the twigs;
but always be careful lest the drawing become

more important than the twigs.
What may be the results of nature study?

Its legitimate reeult is education - the develop-
ing of mental power, the opening of the eyes and
the mind, the civilizing of the individual. As with
all education, its central purpose is to make the
individual happy; for happiness is nothing more

nor less than pleasant and efficient thinking.
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It is said that the ignorant man may be as
happy educated man. Relatively, this is
true; is not. A ten-foot well is not

well; and although the
to the brim, it holds

the other.
My ofcourse

to apply to , the
workwill un-
til, in the school, into sci-

Those who that nature
study tory are really thinking of science,
not of nature study. Although not the teaching
of science, as such, nature study is not unscien-
tifrc.

Nature study not only educates, but it edu-
cates nature-ward; and nature is ever our com-
panion, whether we will or no. Even though we
are determined to shut ourselves in an office,
nature sends her messengers. The light, the dark,
the moon, the cloud, the rain, the wind, the fall-
ing leaf, the fly, the bouquet, the bird, the cock-
roach - they are all ours.

If one is to be happy, he must be in sympathy
with common things. He must live in harmony
with his environment. One cannot be happy yon-
der nor tomorrow: he is happy here and now, or
never. Our stock of knowledge of common things
should be great. Few of us can travel. We must
know the things at home.

Nature-love tends toward naturalnesB, nnd
toward simplicity of living. It tends country-
ward. One word from the frelds is worth two
from the city. "God made the country."

I expect, therefore, that much good will come
from nature study. It ought to revolutionize the
school life, fbr it is capable of putting new force
and enthusiasm into the school and the child. It
is new, and therefore is called a fad. A movement
is a fad until it succeeds. We shall learn much,
and shall outgrow some of our present notions,
but nature study has come to stay. It is in much
the same stage of development thatmanual-train-
ing and kindergarten-work were twenty-five
years ago. We must take care that it does not crys-
tallize into science-teaching on the one hand, nor
fall into mere sentimentalism on the other.

I would again emphasize the importance of
obtaining our facts before we let loose the imagr-
nation, for on this point will largely turn the re-
sults - the failure or the success of the move-
mgnt. We must not allow our fancy to run away

with us. If we hitch our wagon to a star, we must
ride with mind and soul and body all alert. When
we ride in such a wagon, we must not forget to
put in the tail-board.

Another most important result of the nature
study movement will be its effect, along with
manual-training and other forces, in gradually
overturning present systems of schoolwork. The
system of memorizing from books will eventu-
ally have to go. The pupil will first be put into
sympathetic contact with objects, not.put intb
books. In many ways we are i.row in a transition
period in our school systems. For one thing, we
are living in an era of the material equipment of
schools - the erecting of magnificent buildings,
the gathering of extensive outfits. This is true
of colleges and universities as well as of the com-
mon schools. When this
era is past, we shall
have more money to
spend for teachers.
Teaching will be a pro-
fession requiring better
training and command-
ing more pay, and men
teachers will come back
to it.

In this evolved and
emancipated school, the
nature study spirit will
prevail, even though the
name itself be lost. This spirit stands for natu-
ralness and the natural method, for freedom,
spontaneity, individual initiative, because it
deals first-hand with actual things. It stands for
doing and accomplishing. It is the active and cre-
ative method. It is a developing.-of the powers of
the pupil, not hearing him recite. In spirit and
method it is opposed to the pouring-in-and-dip-
ping-out process.

In recent years there has been great activity in
disseminating information amongst the farmers.
The results have been gratifring. Not only have
farrners learned more, but there has been a gen-
eral uplift in the tone of many rural communities.
But the discouraging fact is, that the young people
do not often come to the farrrers'meetings in any
numbers. There will
be a constantlynecur-
ring crop of ignorance
and prejudice. Each
mp, to be sure, must

only
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be above its pre-

decessor, but yet
not living up to
the full stature of
its opportunities.
It is therefore
necessary to be-
grn with the new
generation-to
begin our chim-
ney at the bot-

tom, rather than at the top. People crowd into the
cities largely because of the intellectual entertain-
ment that they find there. If their own intellec-
tual horizon is enlarged, they may find entertain-
ment in the counff.

The teacher, the clergyman, the progressive
merchant or farmer here and there, are the per-
sons that are willing to help along the work of
uplifting the rural communities. Education is the
only salvation for the farmer - not the develop-
ment of facts merely, but the development of
power through the enlargement of capability. The
results will come slowly. We must not be impa-
tient. There are centuries ofinertia to be over-
come. The best and most perrnanent things are
of slow growth.

Nature study teaching may seem to be an in-
direct way of reaching the farmer; but it is not.
It is direct because it strikes at the very root of
the difliculty. One of the pleasantest comments
which we have had on our nature study work
came from a country teacher who said that be-
cause she had used it her pupils were no longer
ashamed of being farmers'children. If only that
much can be accomplished for each country child,
the result will be enough for one generation.
Wh.at can be done for the country child can be
done, in a different sphere, for the city child. Fifty
years hence the hanest will be seen.

The nature study effort sets our thinking in
the direction of our daily doing. It relates the
schoolroom to the life that the child is to lead. It

'; niakes the common and familiar affairs seem to
be worth the while. Essentially, it is not an ideal
for the school any more than it is for the home;
but so completely do we delegate all work of
teaching and instructing to the school, that na-
ture study effort comes to be, in practice, a school-
room subject. I wish that every parent, as well

. as every professional teacher, could see the im-
portance of first instructing the child in the

very things that it is doing and the very objects

that it is seeing. The ideal of the parent or the

teacher should be to bring the child into sym-

pathetic relations with its world; but whatever
may be in the mind and hope of the teacher, so

far as the child is concerned the nature'sym-
pathy must come as a natural effect of actual
observation of definite objects and phenomena.

Il in conclusion, I were asked for a con-

densed statement of the nature study idea, I
should choose the following definition of it by
Professor Thomas H. Macbride, of the Univer-
sity of Iowa:

I should say that by nature study q good
teacher means such study of the natural
world as leads to sympathy with it. The
heynote, in my opinion, for all nature
study is sympathy. Such study in the
schools is not botany; it is not zoology; al-
though, of course, not contrauening either.
But by nature study we rnean such a pre-
sentation, to young.people, of the outside
world that our children learn to loue all
nature's forms and cease to abuse them.
The study of natural science leads, to be

sure, to these results, but its metltods are
long and haue a different primary object.

Liberty Hyde Bailey, botanist and educator, was
d.ean of the New York State College of Agriculture
in the ftrst decade of this century. He serued as
president of the American Association for,the
Adu ancemcnt of Science and th,e B otgnical S ociety
of Amcrica. Alead,ing proponent of nature study,
he was the first president of the American
Nature Study Society.
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